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accurate concept of what constitutes the subject can be relied on. 
Other subjects, such as nuclear physics, can be so esoteric that no 
such mutual understanding exists and approaches from first principles 
become necessary.

Design sits uncomfortably between these two extremes. As a word 
it is common enough, but it is full of incongruities, has innumerable 
manifestations, and lacks boundaries that give clarity and definition. 
As a practice, design generates vast quantities of material, much of it 
ephemeral, only a small proportion of which has enduring quality.

Clearly, a substantial body of people exist who know something about 
design, or are interested in it, but little agreement will probably exist 
about exactly what is understood by the term. The most obvious 
reference point is fields such as fashion, interiors, packaging, or cars, 
in which concepts of form and style are transient and highly variable, 
dependent upon levels of individual taste in the absence of any fixed 
canons. These do indeed constitute a significant part of contemporary 
design practice, and are the subject of much commentary and a 
substantial proportion of advertising expenditure. Other points of emphasis 
might be on technical practice, or on the crafts. Although substantial, 
however, these are all facets of an underlying totality, and the parts 
should not be mistaken for the whole.

So how can design be understood in a meaningful, holistic sense? 
Beyond all the confusion created by the froth and bubble of advertising 
and publicity, beyond the visual pyrotechnics of virtuoso designers 
seeking stardom, beyond the pronouncements of design gurus and 
the snake-oil salesmen of lifestyles, lies a simple truth. Design is one 
of the basic characteristics of what it is to be human, and an essential 
determinant of the quality of human life. It affects everyone in every 
detail of every aspect of what they do throughout each day. As such, it 
matters profoundly. Very few aspects of the material environment are 
incapable of improvement in some significant way by greater attention 

being paid to their design. Inadequate lighting, machines that are not 
user-friendly, badly formatted information, are just a few examples of 
bad design that create cumulative problems and tensions. It is therefore 
worth asking: if these things are a necessary part of our existence, why 
are they often done so badly? There is no simple answer. Cost factors 
are sometimes advanced in justification, but the margin between doing 
something well or badly can be exceedingly small, and cost factors can 
in fact be reduced by appropriate design inputs. The use of the term 
‘appropriate’, however, is an important qualification. The spectrum 
of capabilities covered by the term ‘design’ requires that means be 
carefully adapted to ends. A solution to a practical problem which 
ignores all aspects of its use can be disastrous, as would, say, medical 
equipment if it were treated as a vehicle for individual expression of 
fashionable imagery.

This book is based on a belief that design matters profoundly to us 
all in innumerable ways and represents an area of huge, underutilized 
potential in life. It sets out to explore some reasons why this is so and 
to suggest some possibilities of change. The intention is not to negate 
any aspect of the spectrum of activity covered by the term ‘design’, but 
to extend the spectrum of what is understood by the term; examine 
the breadth of design practice as it affects everyday life in a diversity of 
cultures. To do so, however, some ground clearing is necessary to cut 
through the confusion surrounding the subject.

Discussion of design is complicated by an initial problem presented 
by the word itself. ‘Design’ has so many levels of meaning that it is 
itself a source of confusion. It is rather like the word ‘love’, the meaning 
of which radically shifts dependent upon who is using it, to whom 
it is applied, and in what context. Consider, for example, the shifts 
of meaning when using the word ‘design’ in English, illustrated by a 
seemingly nonsensical sentence:

‘DESIGN IS TO DESIGN A DESIGN TO PRODUCE A DESIGN.’
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Yet every use of the word is grammatically correct. The first is a noun 
indicating a general concept of a field as a whole, as in: ‘Design is 
important to the national economy’. The second is a verb, indicating 
action or process: ‘She is commissioned to design a new kitchen 
blender’. The third is also a noun, meaning a concept or proposal: ‘The 
design was presented to the client for approval’. The final use is again 
a noun, indicating a finished product of some kind, the concept made 
actual: ‘The new VW Beetle revives a classic design.’

Further confusion is caused by the wide spectrum of design practice 
and terminology. Consider, for example, the range of practice included 
under the rubric of design – to name just a few: craft design, industrial 
art, commercial art, engineering design, product design, graphic 
design, fashion design, and interactive design. In a weekly series 
called ‘Designer Ireland’ in its Irish Culture section, the Sunday Times 
of London publishes a brief, well-written analysis of a specific aspect 
of design. In a six-week period, during August and September 2000, 
the succession of subjects was: the insignia of the Garda Siochanna, 
the Irish national police; Louise Kennedy, a fashion designer; the Party 
Grill stove for outdoor cooking; the packaging for Carrolls Number One, 
a brand of cigarettes; Costelloe cutlery; and the corporate identity of 
Ryan Air, a low-cost airline. The range of subjects addressed in the 
whole series is even more bewildering in its diversity.

To that list can be added activities that appropriate the word ‘design’ 
to create an aura of competence, as in: hair design, nail design, floral 
design, and even funeral design. Why not hair engineering, or funeral 
architecture? Part of the reason why design can be used in this arbitrary 
manner is that it has never cohered into a unified profession, such as 
law, medicine, or architecture, where a licence or similar qualification is 
required to practise, with standards established and protected by self-
regulating institutions, and use of the professional descriptor limited 
to those who have gained admittance through regulated procedures. 
Instead, design has splintered into ever-greater subdivisions of 

practice without any overarching concept or organization, and so can 
be appropriated by anyone.

Discussion of design on a level that seeks a pattern in such confusion 
leads in two directions: first, defining generic patterns of activity 
underlying the proliferation, in order to establish some sense of 
structure and meaning; secondly, tracing these patterns through history 
to understand how and why the present confusion exists.

To address the first point: design, stripped to its essence, can be defined 
as the human capacity to shape and make our environment in ways 
without precedent in nature, to serve our needs and give meaning to 
our lives.

Understanding the scale and extent of this capacity can be tested by 
observing the environment in which anyone may be reading these 
lines – it might be while browsing in a bookstore, at home, in a library, 
in an office, on a train, and so on. The odds are that almost nothing 
in that environment will be completely natural – even plants will have 
been shaped and positioned by human intervention and, indeed, their 
genus may even be a considerable modification of natural forms. The 
capacity to shape our world has now reached such a pitch that few 
aspects of the planet are left in pristine condition, and, on a detailed 
level, life is entirely conditioned by designed outcomes of one kind or 
another.

It is perhaps a statement of the obvious, but worth emphasizing, 
that the forms or structures of the immediate world we inhabit are 
overwhelmingly the outcome of human design. They are not inevitable 
or immutable and are open to examination and discussion. Whether 
executed well or badly (on whatever basis this is judged,) designs 
are not determined by technological processes, social structures, or 
economic systems, or any other objective source. They result from the 
decisions and choices of human beings. While the influence of context 

CHAPTER 1:CHAPTER 1: WHAT IS DESIGN?WHAT IS DESIGN?

One of the most curious features of the modern world is the manner in 
which design has been widely transformed into something banal and 
inconsequential. In contrast, I want to argue that, if considered seriously 
and used responsibly, design should be the crucial anvil on which the 
human environment, in all its detail, is shaped and constructed for the 
betterment and delight of all.

To suggest that design is a serious matter in that sense, however, is 
problematic. It runs counter to widespread media coverage assigning it to 
a lightweight, decorative role of little consequence: fun and entertaining 
– possibly; useful in a marginal manner – maybe; profitable in economic 
sectors dominated by rapid cycles of modishness and redundancy; but of 
no real substance in basic questions of existence.

Not surprisingly, in the absence of widespread agreement about its 
significance and value, much confusion surrounds design practice. In 
some subject areas, authors can assume common ground with readers; in 
an introduction to architecture or history, for example, although the precise 
degree of readers’ knowledge might vary substantially, a reasonably 1
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and circumstance may be considerable, the human factor is present in 
decisions taken at all levels in design practice.
With choice comes responsibility. Choice implies alternatives in how 
ends can be achieved, for what purposes, and for whose advantage. 
It means that design is not only about initial decisions or concepts by 
designers, but also about how these are implemented and by what 
means we can evaluate their effect or benefit. The capacity to design, 
in short, is in innumerable ways at the very core of our existence as a 
species. No other creatures on the planet have this same capacity. It 
enables us to construct our habitat in unique ways, without which we 
would be unable to distinguish civilization from nature. Design matters 
because, together with language, it is a defining characteristic of what 
it is to be human, which puts it on a level far beyond the trivial.

This basic capacity can, of course, be manifested in a huge diversity of 
ways, some of which have become specialized activities in their own 
right, such as architecture, civil engineering, landscape architecture, 
and fashion design. To give some focus in a short volume, the emphasis 
here will be on the two- and three-dimensional aspects of everyday 
life – in other words, the objects, communications, environments, and 
systems that surround people at home and at work, at leisure and at 
prayer, on the streets, in public spaces, and when travelling. Even within 
this focus, the range is still huge and we need only examine a limited 
range of examples, rather than attempting a compressed coverage of 
the whole.

If this human capacity for design is manifested in so many ways, how 
can we understand this diversity? This brings us back to the second 
point mentioned above: design’s historical development. Design 
is sometimes explained as a subdivision of art historical narratives 
emphasizing a neat chronological succession of movements and styles, 
with new manifestations replacing what went before. The history of 
design, however, can be described more appropriately as a process 
of layering, in which new developments are added over time to 

what already exists. This layering, moreover, is not just a process of 
accumulation or aggregation, but a dynamic interaction in which each 
new innovative stage changes the role, significance, and function of 
what survives. For example, innumerable crafts around the world have 
been widely displaced by industrial manufactures from their central 
role in cultures and economies, but have also found new roles, such as 
providing goods for the tourist trade or supplying the particular global 
market segment known as Arts and Crafts. Rapid developments in 
computers and information technology are not only creating exciting 
new possibilities in interactive design, but are also transforming the 
ways in which products and services are conceived and produced, in 
ways that supplement, rather than replace, the old.

Neither is it possible to describe a process with an essential pattern 
followed everywhere. There are significant variations in how the 
process of change occurs in different societies and also in the specific 
consequences change entails. Whatever the exact details, however, 
there is a widespread pattern for what existed before to continue in 
some form. It is this that helps explain much of the dense and complex 
texture of design, and the varied modes of practice under the rubric that 
confront us today. To ancient crafts and forms that survive and adapt 
are continually added new competencies and applications. A great 
deal of confusion in understanding design, therefore, stems from this 
pattern of historical evolution. What is confusing, however, can also be 
regarded as a rich and adaptable resource, provided that a framework 
exists enabling the diversity to be comprehended. A brief outline of the 
historical development of designing – that is, the practice and activity 
of creating forms – is therefore necessary.
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• UNI GALLERY OF ART • MARCH 24 – APRIL 19, 2014 • KAMERICK ART BUILDING SOUTH •
AWARDS CEREMONY

Monday, March 24 at 7:00 p.m. 
KAB 111.  An Opening Reception will follow  • JUROR’S LECTURE • Wednesday, March 12 at 6:00 p.m., KAB 111

“Useless Beauty” by Terry Towery, Associate Professor of Photography and Digital Media, Lehman 
College of the City University of New York. Towery will also present an exhibition of his most recent 
platinum palladium prints in the Gallery Showcases from March 7 – April 19, 2014.

GALLERY HOURS
• Monday – Thursday, 10 am – 7 pm  
• Friday and Saturday, noon – 5 pm  

• And by appointment

LOCATION 
Northeast corner of Hudson Rd 

and W 27th St, Cedar Falls, IA 

ANNUALJURIEDSTU 
DENTARTEXHIBITION
ANNUALJURIEDSTU 
DENTARTEXHIBITION

UNI DEPARTMENT OF ART 

 319-273-3095  
 GalleryOfArt@uni.edu  
 www.uni.edu/artdept/gallery/  
 Home.html 
 ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND  
 OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 

Composition 30:  B&W arrangements 
non-square rectangles
45 light, 47 light condensed, 55 roman 

• UNI GALLERY OF ART  
• KAMERICK ART BUILDING SOUTH 

AWARDS CEREMONY
Monday, March 24 at 7:00 p.m. 
KAB 111.  An Opening Reception will follow

JUROR’S LECTURE
Wednesday, March 12 at 6:00 p.m., KAB 111
“Useless Beauty” by Terry Towery, Associate Professor of 
Photography and Digital Media, Lehman College of the 
City University of New York. Towery will also present an 
exhibition of his most recent platinum palladium prints 
in the Gallery Showcases from March 7 – April 19, 2014.

GALLERY HOURS
• Monday – Thursday, 10 am – 7 pm  
• Friday and Saturday, noon – 5 pm  
• And by appointment

ANNUAL JURIED    
STUDENT ART EXHIBITIONUNI DEPARTMENT OF ART•  MARCH 24   

 APRIL 19  

• 319-273-3095   
• GalleryOfArt@uni.edu    
• www.uni.edu/artdept/gal    
   lery/Home.html 
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14• all events are free and open to the public
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Mikayla & Autumn’s Graduation Party
SAturdAy, MAy twenty-thirdSAturdAy, MAy twenty-third

 Greenhill Baptist Church
4316 Cedar Heights Dr. 

Cedar Falls, IA 
three pm to 

six pm 
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Sticker design based off of antique owned by 
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INVITATIONS
25% OFF GRADUATION
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OFFER EXPIRES MAY 31, 2017

2227 COLLEGE ST.
CEDAR FALLS, IA 50613
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STORE HOURS
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www.misswonderfulvintage.com • 216 Main St. Cedar Falls, IA 50613 • (319) 529-7293

Furniture that makes you feel fabulous !

*Handmade in the USA
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jackie SERIESjackie SERIES
Dimensions

Overall Seating Arm HeightPrice
chair $925.00 32”""H, 3""0”"w, 40” "D 18” ""H, 22”"w, 22”"D 25”""H x 3”"w

Dimensions
Overall Seating Arm HeightPrice

chair $1050.00 34”""H, 3""5”"w, 34.5” "D 18”""H, 29”"w, 22”"D 24.5”""H x 3”"w

25.5”""H x 3” "w
24.5”""H x 3”"w

25.5”""H x 3” "w
25.5”""H x 3” "w

18” ""H, 66”"w, 22”"D
18”""H, 96”"w, 22”"D
18”""H, 96”"w, 22”"D

18"""""""""""”H, 34”w, 25”"D

34”H, 72"”w, 34.5”D
34”H, 84”w, 34.5”D
34”H, 102"”w, 34.5”D

34”H, 108"”w, 108"”w, 34.5”D

sofa $2085.00

$3825.00

ottoman $765.00

loveseat $1950.00

sectional w/ chaise

l-shaped sectional $4225.00

60"""""""""""”" Chaise 50"""""""""""”" Chaise

Hugh SERIESHugh SERIES

1 2

4

6

7
3

5

Dimensions
Overall Seating Arm HeightPrice

chair $950.00 33.5”""H, 40.5”"w, 35.5”"D 18”""H, 28”"w, 23.5”"D 25.5” ""H x 4”"w

25.5” ""H x 4”"w

25.5” ""H x 4”"w
25.5” ""H x 4”"w

25.5” ""H x 4”"w
25.5” ""H x 4”"w

18”""H, 28”"w, 23.5”"D
18”""H, 28”"w, 23.5”"D

18”""H, 48”"w, 24”"D

18"""""""""""”H, 40.5"”w, 35.5” "D
33.5”H, 78.5"”w, 35.5”D
33.5”H, 90.5"”w, 35.5”D

34”H, 112"”w, 35”D
34”H, 108"”w, 108”D
26”H, 61"”w, 24”D

loveseat $2100.00

sectional w/chaise $4125.00

$4485.00

ottoman $525.00

sofa $2425.00

l-shaped sectional

Bench $1225.00

60"""""""""""”" Chaise

Dimensions
Overall Seating Arm HeightPrice

chair $1225.00 34”""H, 3""9” "w, 34.5”"D 25.5” ""H x 4”"w

25.5” ""H x 4”"w

25.5” ""H x 4”"w
25.5” ""H x 4”"w

25.5” ""H x 4”"w
25.5” ""H x 4”"w

18"""""""""""”H, 32”w, 26”"D
18”H, 40”w,40”D

34”H, 78.5"”w, 34.5”D
34”H, 84.5”w, 34.5”D
34”H, 102"”w, 34.5”D 18”H, 96”w, 22”D

34”H, 108"”w, 108"”w, 34.5”D

xl-ottoman $950.00

sofa $2425.00

$4125.00

ottoman $660.00

loveseat $2100.00

sectional w/ chaise

l-shaped sectional $4485.00

60"""""""""""”" Chaise 50"""""""""""”" Chaise

18”""H, 28”"w, 23.5”"D

18”""H, 72”"w, 22” "D
18”""H, 78”"w, 22”"D

Dimensions
Overall Seating Arm HeightPrice

chair $1150.00 34”""H, 3""9” "w, 34.5”"D 25.5” ""H x 3”"w

25.5” ""H x 3”"w
25.5” ""H x 3”"w

25.5” ""H x 3”"w

18"""""""""""”H, 32”w, 26” "D
18”H, 40”w,40”D

34”H, 78.5"”w, 34.5”D
34”H, 84.5”w, 34.5”D
34”H, 102"”w, 34.5”D

34”H, 108"”w, 108"”w, 34.5”D

xl-ottoman $950.00

sofa $2425.00

$4350.00

ottoman $750.00

loveseat $2100.00

sectional w/ chaise

l-shaped sectional $4525.00

60"""""""""""”" Chaise

18”""H, 32”"w, 22”"D

18”""H, 72”"w, 22”"D
18”""H, 78”"w, 22”"D

18”""H, 48”"w, 24”"D
18”H, 96"”w, 22”D 50"""""""""""”" D Chaise

AVA SERIESAVA SERIES

wALTER SERIESwALTER SERIES

MARGO SERIESMARGO SERIES

**please refer to fabric swatches in store for currently upholstery selections*
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TIN

2 GAL.
TIN

SNACK
BAG

1 GAL.
TIN

2 GAL.
TIN

SNACK
BAG

1 GAL.
TIN

2 GAL.
TIN

SNACK
BAG

1 GAL.
TIN

2 GAL.
TIN

SNACK
BAG

1 GAL.
TIN

2 GAL.
TIN

SNACK
BAG

1 GAL.
TIN

2 GAL.
TIN

SNACK
BAG

1 GAL.
TIN

2 GAL.
TIN

2 GALLON
TIN

1 GALLON
TIN

3/4 GALLON
SNACK BAG

1 GALLON
TIN

$24/ ALL FLAVORS $24/ ALL FLAVORS

2 GALLON
TIN

HEAVENLY CRUNCH

CARAMEL

OREO

CARAMEL APPLE

OLD FASHIONED VANILLA

FRUITY

CHEDDAR BLISS

WHITE CHEDDAR

MOVIE THEATRE BUTTER

KETTLE

BIRTHDAY CAKE

CARAMEL PECAN

WINGS AND RANCH

TOTALS

QUANTITY/ TOTAL $

$15 x____ = $ ____

$15 x____ = $ ____

$12 x____ = $ ____

$12 x____ = $ ____

$15 x____ = $ ____

$10 x____ = $ ____

$10 x____ = $ ____

$8  x____ = $ ____

$10 x____ = $ ____

$10 x____ = $ ____

$12 x____ = $ ____

$12 x____ = $ ____

$15 x____ = $ ____

QUANTITY/ TOTAL $ QUANTITY/ TOTAL $

1 2 3

WHEN PEOPLE  
COME TOGETHER  

GREAT THINGS HAPPEN
YOUR CONTRIBUTION HELPS SOMEONE REACH FOR  

THEIR DREAMS AND ACCOMPLISH THEIR GOALS.

THANK YOU! 30% OF YOUR PURCHASE DIRECTLY SUPPORTS THE ORGANIZATION.  

ENJOY!
“Popcorn Heaven is literally that: 

Its so delicately popped one kernel 
at a time with each kernel bursting 

with divine flavor as it melts 
in your mouth! It is the best  

popcorn on earth, 
I love it!”- 

 
TANYA WARREN,  

Northern Iowa  
Women’s Basketball

Head Coach

Add the totals from boxes 1-3 to get the grand total

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE ORGANIZATION

Item total=

Seller’s Name

Name of Organization/ Classroom

Phone

Grand total=

“Ever since Popcorn Heaven 
opened in Waterloo it’s been one 
of my favorite places to visit and 

grab one of my favorite snacks. Not 
only do I get it for myself, but I also 

get it as gifts for my Coach and 
his wife, as well as my mom. They 
love it! My favorite flavors are the 

Peanut Butter Chocolate Popcorn 
or Heavenly Crunch. Now I  
just need them to make a  
Champ’s Cookie Dough  

Ice Cream Flavor!”-

KYVEN GADSON
Olympic Hopeful 

PLACE CONTACT  
INFO HERE

3/4 Gallon Snack Bag 1 Gallon Tin 2 Gallon Tin

Birthday
Cake Caramel Fruity

Cheddar 
Bliss Kettle Oreo

Wings
& Ranch

Caramel
Pecan

Caramel
Apple

Heavenly
Crunch

White
Cheddar

Old
Fashioned 

Vanilla

Movie
Theatre 
Butter

Birthday Cake 
Bring out the kid in you with this delicious 
blend of Old Fashion Vanilla covered in 
white chocolate, cake, and sprinkles.  
Sure to make ones taste buds dance.

Caramel Pecan 
Our buttery caramel corn with pecans 
added at just the right time to give you 
that caramel nutty blend of flavor! YUM!

Caramel 
Our rich buttery flavored  
caramel cooked at just  
the right temperature to give  
you a sweet sensation in every bite!

Caramel Apple 
Our buttery caramel popcorn when  
mixed with our green apple popcorn 
creates the sensation of eating a caramel 
apple without the sticky mess! Great kids 
snack for busy mom’s on the go!

Fruity 
A burst of fruit in every bite Orange, 
strawberry, cherry, grape, apple with 
just a touch of lemon all mixed  
together. Fun to see and yummy 
to eat, for kids of all ages!

Heavenly Crunch 
Milk chocolate hand drizzled 
over our scrumptious buttery 
caramel nut corn.

Cheddar Bliss 
A mix of our smooth creamy white 
cheddar popcorn and our signature 
cheddar cheese popcorn to form 
the perfect duo of flavors. 
A great crowd pleaser!

White Cheddar 
A smooth rich creamy white 
cheddar added to our crisp 
and already tasty popcorn! 

Kettle 
Lightly sweet, a little salty, crisp and 
ready for any occasion.  
A real hometown favorite!

Movie Theatre Butter 
Popcorn so rich with that real 
buttery taste sure to make  
any place seem like a  
night at the movies! 

Old Fashion Vanilla 
A soft gentle flavor 
of vanilla.

Oreo 
Our rich vanilla popcorn 
tossed with white chocolate 
and Oreo to give you a 
burst with every bite.

Wings & Ranch 
Zesty buffalo seasoned 
popcorn, pared with our 
creamy ranch popcorn. 
Pops with  bold flavor!!

A LITTLE 
BIT OF 

HEAVEN  
IN EVERY 

BITE

As seen on:

“IT’S 
AMAZING, 

IT’S 
GENIUS!”

12” x 18” trifold order form.  I designed the order 
form and my co-worker shot the photos.
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Hotel Information
Cobblestone Inn & Suites
 208 E. Bremer Ave, Waverly, IA 
 
Comfort Inn
 404 29th Ave SW, Waverly, IA 
 
Comfort Suites
 7402 Nordic Dr, Cedar Falls, IA

To RSVP, please use one of the following: 
 • Text or call Megan at 712.267.9932
 • E-mail us at nick.kostner23@gmail.com
 • Use the wedding website information listed below
  • theknot.com/us/nicholas-kostner-and-megan-vogt-jun-2017

Megan L yn Vogt
Nicholas James Kostner

Sunday, June 4th, 2017

Together with their families

Request the honor of your company as 
they celebrate their marriage

Dinner & Dancing to follow 

Trinity United Methodist Church
1400 W. Bremer Avenue

Waverly, IA 50677

Rotary Reserve Lodge & Reservation
5932 N. Union Road
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

Events Time-line:

7:00 to 9:00 pm- POOL PARTY

12:30 pm- Wedding at Trinity UMC

3:00 pm- Food will be served

5:00 pm- Dancing will commence

8:00 pm- Fire & additional fun hosted at 
Nick & Megan’s home

12:30 pm- Cocktails & snacks will be available at   
 the Rotary Reserve Lodge & Reservation

601 5th AVE SW, Waverly, IA 50677

After arriving into town, come and celebrate 
at the Waverly City Swimming Pool. Bring  
your own swimming suit and towel.  
This will be fun for all ages!

Saturday, June 3rd, 2017

Sunday, June 4th, 2017

*Please note: a shuttle will run from the Rotary Reserve to hotels for anyone  
needing directions or a ride to and from the reception all on the day of the wedding*

Tri-fold wedding invitation/ program



EMILY
JOSEPH

&
NOVEMBER 18,2016

• Prelude •
• Seating of the • 

Grandparents & Parents •
• Bridal Party Processional •

• Bridal Processional •
• Giving of the Bride •
• Welcome & Prayer •
• Scripture Readings • 
Read by TimoThy hoRRigan 

ecclesiasTes 4:9-12 & 
1 coRinThians 13:1-13

• Message •
• Rites of Marriage •

• Exchange of Vows •
• Exchange of Rings •

• Communion •
in chRisT alone

ashley WolfToRnabane

• Pronouncement of Marriage •
• Recessional •

Officiant 
chip UhRmacheR

Parents Of Bride 
noRlin & becky gUTz

Parents Of GrOOm
dR. TimoThy & diane hoRRigan

•BRIDAL PARTY•
matrOn Of HOnOr

kayla pReTo- sisTeR of The bRide

saRa gRoheR- sisTeR of The bRide

Bridesmaids
JennifeR gUTz- sisTeR in laW of bRide

abby claRk- fRiend of bRide

PersOnal attendant 
kayla ReeTz- fRiend of bRide

Best man
miTch holTzWoRTh- fRiend of gRoom

GrOOmsmen
John aRmsTRong- fRiend of gRoom

Joseph RosaUeR- fRiend of gRoom

zachaRy yeoman- fRiend of gRoom

rinG Bearer  
maTThias gUTz- nepheW of bRide

flOwer Girls
adRiana pReTo- niece of bRide

adelia gRoheR- niece of bRide

UsHers
Ryan gUTz, ellioT mooRe, 

maTT feUeRbach, and TaboR hoRRigan

GUest BOOk attendant 
eliJah gUTz & elise gRoheR

Pianist
JoRdan sadecki




